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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the function of the Load Form Data component? 

A. Invoke the get service and fill the value to the form. 

B. Invoke the getList service and fill the value to the form. 

C. Invoke the get service and fill the value to the Data Grid component. 

D. Invoke the getList service and fill the value to the Data Grid component. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the suffix of the swagger file downloaded through the Inbound REST interface? 

A. wsdl 

B. yaml 

C. xml 

D. txt 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following methods can be used to cascading delete the records of two models? (Multiple Choice) 

A. If the property of model A is Dependence and depends on model B, data in model A will be deleted when data of
model B is deleted. 

B. You can configure a rule whose event is model A\\'s delete, and action is another model\\'s delete. 

C. If the property of model A is Reference and depends on model B, data in model A will be deleted when data of model
B is deleted. 

D. If the property of model A is Reference(Clear field) and depends on model B, data in model A will be deleted when
data of model B is deleted. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are correct about the Page? (Multiple Choice) 
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A. The Page is a combination of various containers and components. 

B. The container is the content that can be displayed on the Page. 

C. A container is a special component that can accommodate other components. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are correct about the differences between a drop-down component and single select
component? (Multiple Choice) 

A. The data source model and model view field can be configured in the drop-down list box. The model data is added
and the data in the drop-down list box is also added. 

B. You can only configure options in the drop-down component. The displayed values and actual values of the options
are fixed. 

C. A model can be configured for a single select component. The model data can be displayed directly, or the query
service can be configured and displayed based on the service query result. 

D. You can configure a search window to search for single select component. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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